esd electronics CANopen protocol stack library

- The esd electronics CANopen protocol libraries are intended to easily extend an application with CANopen manager/slave capabilities or to develop stand-alone manager/slave devices. The libraries offer an API to the applications and are written in pure ANSI-C optimized for performance. All CANopen specific communication tasks are handled as autonomously as possible and the application is only notified if necessary. Both libraries offer support for several physical CAN networks and may be integrated in the application at the same time. All hardware and operating system specific interfaces are located in separate libraries.

CANopen Slave Library

The slave library complies with the CiA 301 V.4 and supports additional extensions defined in CiA 302 V.3. An application can use the library to create one or more software CANopen slave nodes with individual object dictionary layout, PDO configuration, NMT error control mechanisms, etc.

CANopen Manager Library

The manager library complies to the CiA 301 V4 and CiA 302 V3. An application can use the library to perform the system boot up as defined in CiA 302 and to control the remote nodes with NMT error control mechanisms. The integrated configuration manager is based on DCF files as defined in CiA 306. The manager library supports remote slave nodes that comply with CiA 301 revision V3.x and V4.x.

Implementations for many operating systems, which are supported by esd-VME interfaces and esd-PC CAN interfaces, are available. Porting the libraries to customer specific hardware and/or operating systems is supported by esd.

CAN/ CANopen Software Tools

For the comprehensive range of CAN interfaces there are layer-2 drivers available for most kinds of operating systems. Perfect portability is provided by means of esd's universal NTCAN-API, which is identical for all operating systems. The usability of higher layer CAN protocols at these operating systems is also ensured, because they are based on this API. The NTCAN-API is included in the scope of delivery of the CAN modules. The corresponding SDK (software development kit) and the CAN Tools for Windows and Linux are also included free of charge. Updates can be downloaded from the website.
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